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WE CONSIDER here the constraints on the Chern, Pontrjagin and Stiefel-Whitney 
numbers of a manifold imposed by the geometric property of being the total space of 
a fibration. There are of course universal (Wu, Riemann-Roth) relations among 
characteristic numbers, and to avoid having to mention these, the results are best 
expressed in terms of appropriate cobordism rings. Accordingly, let a, be one of the 
standard cobordism rings and let w E R,. We say w fibers over a manifold B if there is a 
representative A4 of w which fibers over B. For fixed B, the set of w which fiber over I? is 
an ideal in II, (this depends on the fact' that if M represents w, a representative for -w can 
be realized by changing the R structure on M), and the description of this ideal 
completely describes the conditions imposed on the appropriate characteristic numbers. 
Note that no structure is imposed on I?, nor does the fiber map have to preserve any 
structure. Presumably for our results, the fibrations need not be differentiable, but only 
continuous. All characteristic numbers are tangental. A general reference for cobordism 
theory is Stong‘s book[l]. 
The first results of this type are due to Conner and Floyd[2]. For example, they 
showed the only condition imposed on the total space of a fibration over a circle S’ is 
the obvious one imposed by the fact that the Euler characteristic x is multiplicative 
for fibrations. That is, a class w in the unoriented cobordism ring 8, fibers over S’ if 
and only if the Stiefel-Whitney number w,(o) = 0. Conner continued the program 
in [3]. Meanwhile Burdick [4] investigated which oriented bordism classes fiber over S’ 
and obtained partial results. Neumann[5] completed the answer: a class o E R,So 
fibers over S’ if and only if the signature u(w) is zero, again an obvious necessary 
condition. The determination of which unitary bordism classes fiber over S’ is found 
in[6, p. 681; again the only condition is that the signature be zero. 
Brown[7] investigated which classes in (n, fiber over higher dimensional spheres. 
He showed that w E ‘%* fibers over S2 if and only if the Stiefel-Whitney number 
w,(w) = 0 if n is even and w~w,_~(w) = 0 if n is odd. Stong[8] considered a number of 
fibration problems, and in particular showed that for surfaces B other than S2 
(orientable or not), the only condition for a class w E !J17, to fiber over B is the one 
imposed on w,(o) by the multiplicativity of the Euler characteristic x if x(B) is even. 
Nelson [9, Theorem 3.81 investigated which classes in unitary cobordism R,” fiber 
over complex projective spaces CP’ and determined that the signature u is the only 
obstruction to fibering a unitary cobordism class over S2. Again this is an obvious 
necessary condition since the signature is multiplicative for fibrations over simply- 
connected base manifolds [ 101. 
We take the next step in the program and completely determine which classes in 
flz” and ReU fiber over which surfaces B. Let us recall that there are four surfaces 
with non-negative Euler characteristic, the sphere S2, the real projective plane P, the 
*Partially supported by NSF and by SFB 40, Universitit Bonn. 
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torus T = S’ x S' and the Klein bottle K, and that a surface is completely determined 
by its Euler characteristic and whether or nor it is orientable. 
THEOREM 1. A class o E RnU (n > 0) fibers over a surface B if and only if 
a(w) I = 0 if x(B) 2 0 
= 0 modulo 4 if x(B) < 0. 
For x(B) h 0, the necessity of the signature condition is reasonably clear, and 
using constructions of Stong[ll] and Nelson[9], it can be shown (for all B) that 
a(o) = 0 is a sufficient condition (although for Theorem 4 below we construct new 
examples). The condition on the signature if x(B) < 0 is quoted directly from the work 
of Meyer on the non-multiplicativity of the signature ([ 1 I] for B orientable and [ 191 for 
B not orientable). Moreover, he shows enough examples exist to establish sufficiency. 
Thus this result, at least for orientable B, was available for plucking in 1974. The 
orientable case requires more work. First we determine there is a new necessary 
condition. 
THBOREM 2. If A4 is an orientable (4r + l)-dimensional manifold which fibers over a 
surface I3 with x(B) even, then the Stiefef- Whitney number wt w+,(M) = 0. 
Then we show the conditions of Theorems 1 and 2 are sufficient. 
THEOREM 3. A class o ‘2 fiz” (n > 0) fibers over a surface B if and only if 
(9 du) 
=o if x(B) 2 0, 
= 0 modulo 4 if x(B) < 0, 
(ii) if x(B) is even and n = 4r + 1. then w~w,,_~(w) = 0. 
To get an idea of the size of the fibering ideals, we note that the quotient of R,So 
by the fibering ideal of P is the polynomial algebra over 2 generated by (the class of) 
two-(complex)-dimensional complex projective space CP’. The quotient of fleso by the 
fibering ideal of the torus T is the tensor product of the polynomial algebra over Z 
generated by Cl’* and the algebra over Z/22 generated by a 5-dimensional class x5 with 
x5* = 0. 
If n = 4r + 3, the Stiefel-Whitney class w4r+l (M) of an orientable manifold M is 
zero [ 121 (since w4,+, = S4*‘v2,+, (vzI+, = Wu class) and odd-dimensional Wu classes of an 
orientable manifold are zero). Using results of Browder [ 131 and Lusztig et al. [ 141 the 
condition wz~q,_l(M) = 0 can be reinterpreted as a condition on the torsion subgroup of 
H,,(M), specifically that the torsion is of the form G @ G. Equivalently, it has the 
geometric interpretation that the linking form[l5] on the torsion of M has even rank. 
For n odd, Brown[7] shows that the Stiefel-Whitney class w,_,(M) = 0 for any 
manifold it4 (orientable or not) which fibers over S* (this can easily be checked by 
noting that the Serre filtration of the Wu class u, is two (n = 2r + 1), hence w,,-2 = 
S@-‘vI = 0). One can ask if M of dimension 4r + 1 fibers over a surface B of even 
Euler characteristic, is the class w4,-,(M) zero? Certainly not if M or B need not be 
orientable. Stong[ I] constructs a not-orientable not-bounding 5-dimensional manifold 
fibering over T. Also K fibers over S’. Let 5 be the pullback to K of the canonical 
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bundle over S’. Then the projective bundle of (5 $3-dimensional trivial bundle) is an 
orientable 5-dimensional manifold with w3 not zero. If M and B are both orientable, 
we don’t know the answer. The test case is: does there exist an orientable 5- 
dimensional manifold fibering over T with w3 not zero? 
Note that since T fibers over S’, Theorem 1 reproves the result of [6] concerning 
which classes in R,U fibers over S’. Similarly, since there exist 4r + 1 manifolds with 
w2w41_I not zero which fiber over S’ (e.g. the mapping torus of the conjugation map on 
CP”), Theorem 2 reproves the Burdick-Neumann result[4,5] about which classes in 
a*‘0 fiber over S’. 
Milnor showed (see[l, p. 1301) that every positive-dimensional class in (R*” con- 
tains a non-singular complex algebraic variety. One can ask the analogous question 
here: for a given Riemann surface B, which classes in R,” contain a non-singular 
algebraic variety fibering algebraically over B? The answer is presumably delicate, 
depending on the moduli of B. However, for the (unique) complex structure on 
S’ = CP’, we can give a complete answer. 
THEOREM 4. A class w E R,” (n > 0) contains a non-singular projective variety 
jibering algebraically over CP’ if and only if 
c,(w)?0 if n =2, 
a(o)=0 if n>2. 
The proofs occupy the remainder of the paper. In §l, we discuss how the fibering 
ideal changes when a handle is attached to B. Also for reference, we recall facts about 
projective bundles. These are the geometric tools we use to construct explicit 
manifolds. In 02 we construct enough manifolds to prove Theorem 4. In 43, we prove 
Theorem 1. In 94, we prove Theorem 2. And in §5, we construct enough examples in 
Wall’s ring W to prove Theorem 3. 
51. GEOMETRICCONSTRUCTIONS 
Let F be the fiber of the fibration M + B, where B is a surface and M represents 
w E R,, for some cobordism theory fi, of manifolds with structure [I, Chap. II]. The 
normal bundle of F in M is trivial, so F also carries a naturally induced 52 structure. 
Let N be a connected framed cobordism between S* and T; then F x N is an 
R-cobordism between F x S* and F x T. Let I be a path in N from a point in S* to a 
point in T which, except for the endpoints, is in the interior of N and which intersects 
S* and T transversally. Let p be a point of B; then p x [0, 11 is a path in B x [0, 11. By 
excising tubular neighborhoods U of I in N and V of p x [O, 11 in B x [0, I], and 
gluing the boundaries together, we form a cobordism between the connected sums 
B # S* and B # T. By excising the inverse image of U in F x M and V in M x [0, 11, 
we form an R-cobordism between a manifold equivalent to M over B # S* = B and a 
manifold fibering over B # T. Thus we have proved the following. 
LEMMA 1.1. If a class w E R, fibers over B, it fibers over B # T. 
Let T, denote the r-fold connected sum of T; thus T, is the oriented surface of 
genus r. Similarly, let P, and K, denote the r-fold connected sums of the projective 
plane and the Klein bottle respectively. The following relations hold: K, = P2,, 
T#K, = K,+,, T#P, = P,+*. Note that the T, and the K, are precisely the surfaces with 
even Euler characteristic. Also T,_, double covers P,_ It is well-known that any T, 
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with r 2 2 is a cover of Tz. We claim that any K, with r 2 2 is a cover of Kr. To verify 
this, let p be a point of T. Let T’ be an (r- I)-fold cover of T, with p,. . . . ,pr_, the 
points in T’ over p. Attaching a copy of K at each of pI.. . . , prel and p exhibits 
T#K#K#... # K = K, as a cover of T # K = KZ. 
Given R and B, let FibnB denote the ideal of classes in R, that fiber over B. 
Clearly if B’ covers B, then FibaB C FibaB’. Combining the relations among surfaces 
and Lemma 1.1, we obtain the following inclusions. 
Fib& C Fib0 T C FiboT? = Fib* T,, r 2 2 (1.1) 
FibnKz = FiboK,, r 2 2 (1.2) 
FibaP, C FibaP3 C FibnP5 * * * (1.3) 
FibaT,_, C FibaP, r L 1. (1.4) 
Remark 1.2. There are_ several results in the literature involving geometric 
manipulations of fibrations as in Lemma 1.1. All of these are consequences of a more 
general “pullback” result. We suspect this result, or something equivalent to it, is a 
folk result-it is no more than an observation-and we mention it here as a public 
service. To state it consider a* as a cobordism cohomology theory. Suppose it is a 
module theory over a ring theory 9 *. Recall that a representative of a class in the 
homology theory a,(B) is represented by an R-manifold it4 and a continuous map of 
M to B. Let Fiba,a,B denote the set of all elements in a*(B) represented by fibrations 
over B. Let f : B’+ B be a map with a *-orientation (or a *-structured map). That is, 
a q-structure is imposed on the stable normal bundle of f. Quillen[ 161 observed that 
such an f represents a cohomology class c in Y*(B) (see[l7]). (Note that B, B’ need 
not have the same dimension.) The pullback result is the following formula. 
f*FibncB’,B’ > (c fl FibncB,B). (1.5) 
In particular, if E: B +point and c = boy, then 
FibnB’ > (y n FibaB). (1.6) 
The proof is trivial. If V: M + B is a fibration where A4 has an R-structure, let r’: 
M’+ B’ be the pullback of 7r by f. Then M’ inherits an &structure from those of M 
and f, and the class in R,(B) represented by f+: M’+ B is c capped with the class 
represented by rr. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Suppose f: B’+ B represents multiplication by m in V’(B). Then 
FibaB’ > m.FibaB. 
If VI = 0, m = 1 and B and B’ have R-structures, the Poincare dual of this 
corollary is the result of Stong[8, Prop. 1.11. See also NelsonI.9, Lemma 2.11. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Zf B and N are n-dimensional manifolds and N supports a 
bounding q-structure, then Fib*(B # N) > Fib*B. 
For the collapse map a: N + S” of degree 1 represents 1 in *‘(S”). Essentially the 
same geometry we used to prove lemma 1 .l also shows that 1 # a: B # N + B # S” = 
B represents 1 in q’(B). This ends the remark. 
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The explicit manifolds we construct will mostly be projective bundles. For 
reference, we collect some standard facts about them here. Let M be a nonsingular 
complex algebraic variety with an algebraic bundle 8 over it. The associated pro- 
jective bundle CP(e) is the variety of all lines in the fibers of 5. The variety CP(t) 
fibers algebraically over M, say TTT: CP(c)-, M, and it supports an algebraic bundle A, the 
Hopf bundle along the fibers (which is the conjugate of the standard canonical 
bundle). Let o be a trivial line bundle over CP(& and let T denote tangent bundles. 
Then 
a’(()@o=?r*~M$(S@Ah (1.7) 
Let c be the first Chern class c,(A). Then PZ*(CP(t); Z) is a free H*(M; Z) module 
on generators 1, c, c2, . . . , cd-’ (d = dim 6) with one multiplicative relation 
(1.8) 
We follow the geometers’ sign conventions, rather than the topologists’. Moreover, if 
x E HdimM(M; Z), then 
cd-‘x[CP(e)] = x[M] E Z. 
References here are Grothendieck [ 181, Hirzebruch [ 13,841 and Stong [ 1, pp. 61-661. 
Analogous results hold if M is a differentiable manifold and 5 is a differentiable 
bundle; we consider the real projective bundle RP(5) and use cohomology with Z/22 
coefficients and Stiefel-Whitney classes. 
We will also need the following fact about algebraic projective bundles. It is 
undoubtedly well-known, but we could not find it in the literature. Let o” denote the 
trivial n-dimension bundle over any space. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let X be a non-singular algebraic variety of dimension m with an 
algebraic embedding i: X --, CPN. Let A be the Hopf bundle over CPN and p = i*A. Let 
CP(u @ 0”) be the projective bundle of p @ o” and u’ the Hopf bundle along the 
fibers. Then CP(u $ 0”) is a non-singular algebraic variety fibering algebraically over 
X and there exists an embedding i’: CP(u @ on)+ CPN’ such that i’*A’ = 11’ where A’ 
is the Hopf bundle over CPN’. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the result for X = CPN. Let the coordinates of CPN be 




(Xi9 2, Uj)= (Pi9 529 Uj) 
(Xi, 29 Uj) s Cxi, 12, luj) lz O* 
Consider the map CP(A $ on)--, CPNm given by (Xiv Z, Uj)H(X;Uj, z). This is an embed- 
ding except when u, = u? = . . . = u, = 0, and we perform a monoidal transformation 
along the image of this set [13, p. 1751). Thus we consider the embedding 
CP(A @ on)+ CPNm x CPN, (xi, 2, uj)c* (x& z), (xi)* Composed with the standard 
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embedding of CPNm X CPN in CPN’ = CP(Nm+‘XN+‘)-‘, we get the embedding 
CP(A $ o”)+ CPN’. 
On each fiber, this is the inclusion of CPN in CPN’; thus A’ restricts to w’. 
52. ALGEBRAIC MANIFOLDS OVER S* 
One problem with dealing with cobordism classes with algebraic representatives is 
that a priori, the set of such is closed only under positive sums. For this reason we 
need the following result in elementary number theory. 
LEMMA2.1.btUi,i= I,..., N be positive integers. Let I be the ideal in 2 generated 
by the ui. Let I’ be the set of integers 
[ 2 mi%lmi 2 O}. 
Then I’ contains all suj’iciently large elements of I. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may suppose 1 E I. Thus 
1 = C ??liUi - C f?ljUj. 
miaO mjr0 
Suppose r > C. mjUf. We can write 
Thus 
r=C mjU/+z njUj+r’, nj 2 0, 0 I r’ < min Up 
r = 2 ??ljUf + 2 njUj + C r’m$li - 2 r’mjUj 
= C r’M$li + 2 njUj + 2 (Uj - r’)mjUj 
which is in the required form. 
COROLLARY 2.2. With the same notation, let a0 E I, a0 < 0. Then 
I = [ 2 miUilt?l; 2 01, 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let the dimension n = 2r. Since the Euler characteristic is 
multiplicative for fibrations, the case r = I is clear. For r = 2, we can represent all 
elements with zero signature by unions of CP’ x CP’ or CP’ x Tz. Thus the case r = 2 
is done. 
Let s, denote the primitive characteristic Chern number-the one that detects 
indecomposables m 0:. For r > 2, we produce algebraic tiberings Mi, 1 5 i s r - 1 
with 
S,(M)=- 
r+l ( > i l 
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and one MO with s,( M,,) = (r - 2)(r + 1) > 0. Since 
if r + 1 is a power of the prime p 
otherwise, 
by Corollary 2.2 there is a variety V’ fibering over CP’ with 
if r+l isapowerofp 
otherwise. 
Thus fl, ’ is a polynomial algebra over 2 on generators the classes of CP’, CP*, 
the V’. Since cr(CP’) # 0, the proof will be complete. 
Let o’ denote the trivial bundle of dimension t. Let IV, (1 5 i 5 r - 2) be 
iterated projective bundle 









where A is the Hopf bundle over CP’ and 77 is the Hopf bundle along the fibers of a. 
By Lemma 1.5 (twice), Ni is a non-singular algebraic variety fibering algebraically 
over CP’. Let n’ be the Hopf bundle along the fibers of &. Let a = c,(h), 6 = c,(n), 
c = ~~(7’). From eqn (1.8), 
a? =o, bi+l = _ abi, cr-i = _ bcr-i-l. 
From eqn (1.17), the total Chern class of Ni is 
Thus 
(1 + 2a)( 1 + a + b)( 1 + b)‘( 1 + b + c)( 1 + c)~-‘-‘. 
s,(N;) = (6 + c)’ + (r - 1 - i)c’ 
=x( _ I)i-j+l(5)bi+~cr-~-i+(_ l)i+l(n _ 1 _i)bi+lcr-l-i 
= [( - l)‘+‘i +g (- l)'~'(~)]UbiCr~'~'. 
Hence if NO = 4, then 
S,,,+2~i-,+N,2)=-(i:l)-(j)=-(jf:), 25iIr-2. 
Let M, ,= N,-,, 3 5 i I r - 1. If r > 3, let Mz = M,_,. If r = 3, let M, = Mz = N,. Let M. 
be the total space of the bundle 
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where A,, A2 are the Hopf bundles over the two copies of CP’. As in Lemma 1.5, M,, is 
a non-singular algebraic variety fibering algebraically over CP’. As above, we com- 
pute 
s,(MJ=(r-2)(r+ 1) 
as advertised. Finally, for r > 3, let M, = MO + MZ + N,. Then 
s,(M,) = -(‘+I)=-(‘:*) 
and the proof is complete. 
Remark 2.3. Nelson[9] constructs generators of a*” in all dimensions above 2 by 
starting with the Milnor hypersurfaces I-I,., of complex dimension r+s-I and with 
sr+,-W,,,) = - r; s ( > for r, s >2, 
The hypersurface H,, is an algebraic variety, and if r 5 s, it fibers algebraically over 
CP’. Nelson then uses an inductive step to show there is a stably almost complex 
manifold over CP’-’ with the same s~+~-~ characteristic number. Her inductive process 
can be made algebraic by making the map she uses algebraic. This amounts to noting 
the following: let A be the Hopf bundle over CP’-‘, then there is an algebraic map 
CP(A @ o)+ CP’ of degree 1. If the coordinates of CP’-’ are (x0,. . . ,x,-J, if the 
coordinate of A is z, and of the trivial bundle is u, then the map is given by 
(x0, . * * , X,-l, z, U~(UXO?. . . 1 u-q-,, z). 
In fact, CP(A $ o) is CP’ with the point (0,. . . ,O, I) blown up and the above map is 
the collapse of the blown-up point; compare the proof of Lemma 1.5. Most of the 
constructions throughout [191 can be made algebraic. 
Remark 2.4. Any Riemann surface B admits an algebraic mapping to CP’ (=a 
meromorphic function) of some degree d. This map represents (d + terms of positive 
filtration) in the unitary cobordism of CP’. Using a version of Corollary 1.3 
(compare [19, Lemma 2.2]), there exist non-singular algebraic varieties V’ fibering 
algebraically over B with zero signature and primitive characteristic numbers 
S,V = 
? dp if r + I is a power of p 
td otherwise 
for all r > 2. Thus it is true for any Riemann surface B and any class w E fly, (r > 2) with 
(T(O) = 0, that some positive multiple of w contains an algebraic variety fibering 
algebraically over B. 
53. SIGNATURE CONDITIONS 
In light of formulae (1. I)-( 1.4), the constructions of the last section establish 
Theorem 1 if the signature is required to be zero. Note that if a class w E R*U fibers 
over P or K, then by pulling a fibering representative back over the double covering 
of P or K by S2 or T respectively, we see that 2w fibers over S* or T (this can be 
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checked by calculating Chern numbers of the representatives). The signature takes 
values in 2, thus we see that since the signature must be zero for classes fibering over 
S’ or T, it must also be zero for classes fibering over P or K. 
The situation for surfaces of negative Euler characteristic is considerably more 
subtle. However, Meyer]] 1, 191 has produced exactly the results we need. In]1 1, Satz 
II. 4.11 (see formula in middle of page 2% of [193), he shows that an oriented manifold, 
fibering topologically over an orientable surface B must have signature divisible by 4. 
He has also shown the same is true over B that are not orientable. Also in [19, 
Satz 31, he shows there exists a smooth orientable 4-dimensional manifold M fibering 
smoothly over some surface B with a(M) =4. Since T(M) splits as the sum of the 
bundle along the fibers and the pullback of the tangent bundle of B, the group of 7(M) 
reduces to SO(2) x SO(2) = U(1) x U(1). Thus M supports an almost complex struc- 
ture. Using formulae (l.lt(1.4), we are done. 
9. THE CLASS w,w._l 
We turn to the proof of Theorem 2. We can restrict ourselves to the case 
n = 4r + 1 and connected M. Moreover, in light of formulae (1. I), (I .2), and (1.4) we 
need consider only B = the double Klein bottle K # K. Browder[20] and Lusztig et 
al. [ 141 show that the characteristic number is equal to 
dim&Z/2Z) @torsion subgroup of H,,(M; Z). 
We prove sort of a relative version of this result. All homology and cohomology in 
this section is with Z/22 coefficients. Let ?r: M + B be the fibration. 
Recall the following standard result from linear algebra. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let V, V*, U, U* be finite-dimensional vector spaces over a field 9 with 
dual pairings V @ V* + 9, lJ @ U* --* 9. Suppose f: V + U, f*: U* + V* are trans- 
poses. Then kern f, cokern f* inherit a dual pairing, as do cokern f, kern f*. 
Now suppose we are given a finite-dimensional V over ‘$j with a symmetric bilinear 
form a: V @ V + 3. Define the radical of V (more precisely, the radical of a) as 
Rad V = {u’ E VJa(v’@ v) = 0 for all u E V}. 
Then a induces a non-singular symmetric bilinear form on V/Rad V. Now suppose 3 
is the prime field of characteristic two, &. The map VH(I(D @ a) E & is linear. A 
characteristic element (or Wu class) of V is an element v E V such that 
a(u @ u’) = a(v’ cgl 0’) 
for all v’ E V. A characteristic element always exists and is unique up to the radical 
of V. In particular a(u @ u) is well defined, and we have the equation 
a(u @ v) = dim V/Rad V modulo 2. (4.1) 
To verify eqn (4.1) (compare[ 14]), we note that since V/Rad V is non-singular, it is a 
sum of forms with matrices 
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Since u +a(~ @ u) is additive over sums of 
forms, the formula can be checked for each summand. (This is the mod 2 analogue of 
van der Blij’s lemma. We remark parenthetically that a(u @I v) for u a characteristic 
element determines the Witt class of V/Rad V in the Witt group of &.) 
We will reduce Theorem 2 to the following technical result. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over the prime field ,& with 
a non-singular symmetric bilinear form a; V @I V+‘&. Let HI, K,, Hz, K2: V+ V be 
isometries of V (i.e. a(H,u, H,v’) = a(v, v’), etc.) satisfying 
K,H,K,H;’ = HTKzHzK;‘. 
DENOTE V $ V $ V @ V by U. Endow U with the bilinear form given in 
block matrix notation (where tilde denotes transpose) 
OH1 a 0 0 
?l= 
aH, + &aH, +&a &a 0 0 
0 0 &+a aK2+fi2aK,+fi2a 
I 
. 
0 0 a aK2 
Let G: V+ TJ be the map 
i 
HT’K;’ + Ki’Hi’Ki’ 
K,-’ + KI-‘HI-‘K,-’ 
H2-’ + H2-‘K2-‘Hz-’ 
K,-‘Hz-’ + H,-‘K,-‘Hz-’ I 
and G*: U + V be the map 
(l+H, l+K’ l+H, l+K,). 
Let W, = image G, W = kern G*. Then 
a. % is non-singular, 
b. G, G* are transposes, 
c. w, c w, 
d. %!I1 W is symmetric, 
e. W,, = Rad (‘3) W), 
f. dim ( W/W,) is even. 
Proof. (a) is established by making row and column transformations on 8 to 
reduce it to an obviously non-singular form. (b) and (c) are routine matrix com- 
putations. To prove (d), we check that 
a(l+H, l+K, 0 0) 
a(0 0 1+ Hz 1+ K2). 
On W the right hand side is zero, therefore ‘3 + $I = 0 on W. 
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The rest is now formal. By Lemma 4.1, W and U/W, are dually paired. Thus 
W/W,, is dually paired to itself. This proves (e). To Prove cf), we consider the 
sequence 
0-v-&u* VA0 
as a chain complex. It has even Euler characteristic, hence so does its homology. Its 
homology consists of 
kern G, WI W,, cokem G*. 
By Lemma 4.1 again, kern G and cokem G* are dually paired, hence have the same 
dimensions. This completes the proof. 
Let B = K # K have the standard cell decomposition consisting of one O-cell bO, 
four l-cells e,, ez, e3, e4 and one 2-cell (Fig. 1). It is pictured immersed in R’ in Fig. 2. 
Let h,, k,, h2, k2 denote the elements of ?rr(B, b,) corresponding to the oriented el, e2, 
e3, e4 respectively, and use the same letter to denote the action of these elements on 
the homology or cohomology of the fiber F = r-‘(bo). Let bl be a point in the interior 
of the 2-cell of B and let F, = r-‘(6,) with inclusions i,: F, + M and jr: (M, 4) + 
(M, F). 
Let Vi be the ith Wu class of M. Since M is orientable, ul = 0 and all Bocksteins 
& : H4’( M) -+ H4’+‘( M) are defined and zero. 
In particular for y E H”(M), a formula of Yamaneshita[21, Prop. 2.1 l] and 
Browder [22, Thm. 5.41 reads 
Furthermore ([ 141) 
Sq2’Sq’y + y * sC$y = &(y2) = 0. (4.2) 





Moreover, ii* v?, = 0 since dim F, < 2r. Therefore there exists u E M”(i%f, FJ with 
j,*u = U?, Note that ii*: H4’+‘(M, F,)+ H4’+‘(M) is an isomorphism. if x E 
P(A4, F,), we have 
0 = Sq’(u * x) = sq’u . x + u . sq’x. 
Also, using eqn (4.2), we have 
j,*(sq’u) * x = i,*u * j,*scJ’x = u*, * sq’j]*x 
= S$‘S~‘j,*x = j,*x . Sq]j,*x = j,*(x . sqlx). 
That is, for x E H”(A4, F,), we have 
(Sq’u) * x = u * Sq’x =x * sq’x. 
That is 
W’(M, F,) lg3 W’(it4, F,) + H4r+‘(A4, F,) = g* 
given by x @ x’ + x * Sq’x’ is a symmetric bilinear form and u is a characteristic 
element. We claim 
dim(H*‘(M, F,)/Rad Hzr(M, F,)) = 0 modulo 2. (4.4) 
Then, by eqn (4.1), we have u . Sq’u = 0 and hence u2r . Sq’u2, = 0. This, together with 
eqn (4.3), will prove the result. 
Hence we must investigate the form on H”(M, F,). Let Z3o be a small open disk 
in B around bi and let j@ = a-‘(B - B,J. By excision H*(M, F,) = H*(a, afi). Thus 
we may dualize the problem and investigate the intersection product on H,(a). (For 
a general reference on intersection products, see [23, Chap. VIII 0131.) Let p be the 
(first) Bockstein on mod 2 homology or cohomology, and let [fi, aa] be the fun- 
dAmenta1 class in Z-Z4,+,(&, ati) Then 
p([ti, ati] n X) = (p[ti, air;i]) n x + [I$ ait21 n px. 
Since M is orientable, p[ti, ak] = 0 and Lefschetz duality respects the Bockstein. Thus 
we consider the symmetric bilinear intersection product x @ x’k x . /3x’ on &,+,(&f) and 
determine 
dim(H2,+i(fi)/Rad &+,(fi)). 
To this end we calculate H,(u). Let Bi be the l-skeleton of B and let M, = 
7r-‘(B,). Since B, is a deformation retract of B - Bo. we have that M, is a deformation 
retract of fi - n-I(&). Thus all the homology of fi is carried by MI. To determine 
the intersection product of fi, we move B, to B,’ in general position to B,, as shown 
in Fig. 3. Then Ml’ = r-‘(B,‘) is in general position to Ml in M, and we can use MI, Ml’ 
to compute intersection products in ti in terms of intersection products in F. 
In particular note that b,,’ E M,. Thus if i: F+ M is the inclusion, for any 
x E image i,: H,(F)+ H,(M), we have x 1 x’ = 0 for all x’ E J-Z,(ti>. Therefore, the 
intersection product induces a well-defined product on H,(fi)/image i,. 
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Fig. 3. 
Consider the exact sequence of the pair (M,, F): 
(4.5) 
.By excision and suspension 
one copy for each I-cell el, e2, e3, e4. More precisely, let ai E H,,(F), i = 1,2,3,4, with 
representing cycles Bi E C,,(F). Let Z be the unit interval and let I be the standard 
l-chain in Cl(Z) which represents the generator in Z-Z,(Z, 8Z). Then iii x I E C,,+i(F X I). 
If Z is mapped to ei, we consider, with obvious notation, di x ei E C,,+j(M,). It is a 
cycle in C2,++$fI, F). The isomorphism is effected by associating to 
(a,, a2, a3, a4) E H2,W) CT3 fJ2AF) @ fZ2,U? @ H2,U3 (4.6) 
the homology class of Z ai X ei in I-Zzr+l (AI,, F). Moreover, with this identification, the 
following triangle commutes: 
Now we make explicit the inverse of the isomorphism 
H,(A&/image i, --!L kern 8 
=z 
coming from the sequence (4.5). Consider (a,, a2, u3, a4) as in (4.6) with 
(4.8) 
As above d;=C GixeiEC 2,+1(M1) and A? bounds in C,(F). Let 4 E C*(F) be such 
that &? = 86 is a cycle in C2,+,(M,) and represents a class in H2,+,(M,). A 
different choice of & changes this class by an element in image i,. Thus (a,, at, u3, a,)’ 
determines a well-defined class in H&f)/image i*, which we denote [a,, a2, u3, a,]. 
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iJut, az, a3,41 = Z(h, az, a3, ad) E ~2,+dM~ F). 
We claim the following formula computes intersection products in H,(fi)/image 
i, in terms of those in H,(F): 
[a,, Q2, a3, a,1 * P[aL 4, a;, 41 = 
a2 - h,@i + al * h&i + k,az * h&i + a, * pai+ kla2 * pa;+ k,a2 * @ai + k,a2 * k,pa; 
(4.9) 
+ a3 - k#a& + a4 - k,pa; + hza3 . k2pa; + a4 * /?a; + h2a3 * pa; + h2a3 . pai + h2a3 . h#aG. 
To see this, note that all intersections in Fig. 3 occur over a Euclidean domain D in B. 
Since r-‘(D) is homeomorphic to D x F, we can utilize properties of intersection 
products in product spaces. There are 14 points of intersection of B, and B; in D. 
Each gives rise to a term in (4.9). The intersection between e,, e;, for example, gives 
rise to the term aI * pai. Over the intersection between e2, ei, the fiber has been 
twisted by the action of h, over ei since the intersection occurs at the “end” of ei 
rather than the “beginning.” This intersection gives rise to the term a2 * k,@i. The 
other terms are read off similarly. Finally note that k,a2 * k,Pa; = a2 * @a; and 
h2a2 - h2/3a; = a2 - pai. 
Let V = &,(F)/kem p. Then a @ a’wu - pa’ induces a symmetric non-singular 
bilinear form on V which we denote by a. Also h,, k,, h2, k2 induce isometries 
H,, K,, H2, K2 on V. Thus we are ready to quote Lemma 4.2. The bilinear form (11 
corresponds to (4.9) and the map G* corresponds to the diagonal map in (4.7). Also, 
W corresponds, via X and the inverse of (4.8) to H2,+,(M)/(image i, + kern /3) and 
hence W/W, corresponds to H2,+,(&&Rad &,+,U?) since 
image i, + kern /? C Rad Hzl+,(~). 
Thus Lemma 4.2 (f) implies eqn (4.4). This proves Theorem 2. 
Remark 4.3. The computations in the proof explain why “1 and G* in Lemma 4.2 
have the forms they do. The map G is determined by considering the inclusion of 
afi = S’ x F, in a. It is essentially the map 
H,(F,) “‘lx + H,(S, x F,)- H*(Q) - H*(n;i. F) 6 H,(M,, F) 
and can be read off from Fig. 1 using the common end of e2 and e3 as a starting place. 
Remark 4.4. There is another proof available for the cases B = T or K using a 
result of Kreck[24, Lemma 6, p. 201. Let h: M4’ + M4’ be an orientation-preserving 
homeomorphism of M (indeed h need only induce an isomorphism on integral 
homology). Let V be the free quotient of H2,(M; Z); then V is a unimodular bilinear 
form and h is an isometry. Kreck, using the Luzstig-Milnor-Peterson result, shows 
w~w~~_I (mapping torus of h) depends only on the Witt class of (V, h). (For the 
description and theory of such concepts, see[25].) One need only observe that if M 
itself is a fibration over S’ and h is fiber preserving, then (V, h) is hyperbolic. (The 
argument m [24] is incorrect, but Kreck has given a correct proof in private 
correspondence, dated January 3, 1979.) 
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55. ORIENTABLE FIBERING REPRESENTATIVES 
In this section we construct enough orientable manifolds fibering over surfaces to 
prove the sufficiency of the characteristic number conditions of Theorem 3. Con- 
ditions (i) and (ii) operate independently, (i) on the torsion-free part of R,So and (ii) 
on the torsion. We need to show the following. Fix a surface B. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let o E Tor finso, n > 0. Then o fibers over B unless n = 4r + 1 
and x(B) is even. 
Unfortunately, the torsion of R, So does not have a nice structure and must be 
investigated indirectly. All cohomology in this section is with Z/22 coefficients. Recall 
that the unoriented cobordism ring %, is a polynomial algebra over Z/22 on genera- 
tors x, of dimension n, one each in dimensions not of the form 2” - 1. 
LEMMA 5.2. There exist orientable manifolds X, fiber& over S2 and representing x, 
for all odd n except 5. 
Proof. We use manifolds constructed by Brown[7]. Let 11 be the canonical 
complex line bundle over S2 = CP’. (Since we do not care about complex structures, 
it doesn’t matter whether we use canonical or Hopf bundles.) Let 7RPk be the tangent 
bundle of real projective k-dimensional space RP’, and let P.(m, k) denote RP(q x 
TRP(~) + om-‘), a real projective bundle over S2 x RP’; its dimension is 2k + m + 2. 
Let A be the canonical bundle along the fibers of P(m, k), let A’ be the canonical 
bundle over RPk, and let a = w,(h’) E H’(P(m, k)), b = ~~(7) E H2(P(m, k)) and 
c = w,(A) E H’(P(m, k)). If n is odd, n # 2” - 1 write ,; = 2”(2q + 1) - 1 with p, q > 0. 
For p > 1, q > 0, let x, = P(2p - 3, 2pq). For p = 1 and 4 > 1, let X, = P(4q -5,2). 
Brown computes that these manifolds represent indecomposables in %,. Moreover, 
from the real analogues of (1.7)-( 1.9) 
w,(P(m, k)) = (k + 1)a + (m - 2)c + (k + 1)c + (k + 1)a. 
Since the X, chosen above have m odd and k even, w,(X,) = 0, so X,, is orientable. 
This proves the lemma. 
We use square brackets to denote the cobordism class of a manifold. 
LEMMA 5.3. There exists a 5-dimensional orientable manifold Xs which fibers ,over 
P = RP2, which represents x5, and such that [Xs2] E 0;: fibers over S2. 
Proof. Let A be the canonical line bundle over RP’, and let Xr = Rp(A & 0’). It is 
a routine check that X5 is orientable and represents x5. Let 7 be the canonical 
complex line bundle over S2, and let 5 be the canonical complex line bundle over 
CP(, $ 03). By checking Stiefel-Whitney numbers (which determine classes in aft), 
we see that [X5’] = [CP([ $ 03)] E as:. This completes the proof. 
Let 
W*={wE!&Jo h as a representative N with w,(N) 
the mod 2 reduction of an integral class} 
and let a,: W,, + Qi$‘, be the map induced by dualization of wl. The ring W* was 
introduced by Wall [26] (see also [ 1, Chap. VIII]) in his determination of the structure of 
a,“‘, as was the map a,. Moreover, he showed 
d3: w*- Tor f&‘O is surjective, (5.1) 
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and if p: &So I+ W, is the forgetful map, then 
a,-p=O (5.2) 
and 
p * 3,: W,- W, is a derivation (5.3) 
Also, since Stiefel-Whitney numbers detect elements of Tor a*“, we have 
p: Tor R*So--+ W, is injective (5.4) 
Wall also determined the structure of W,; it is a polynomial algebra with one 
generator in each dimension except 2 and those of the form 2” - 1. We make the 
following choices of generators Xi. For I= 2i+’ let XI = CP”. For 1 odd, let X, be the 
orientable manifolds of Lemmas 5.2, 5.3. For 1 = 2k, k = 2’(2s + I), we follow 
Anderson[27], and let X,, = M(2”2s - 1,2’+‘, l), where M(m, n, 1) is the total space of 
the iterated projective bundle 
Here A and n are the appropriate canonical line bundles. Anderson computes that 
w,(X~~) is indeed the reduction of an integral class. 
For any manifold M, let 6 = S(M) be the line bundle over M with w,(S) = w,(M). 
Note that if N is an unoriented cobordism between A4 and M’, then RP(G(N) $0’) 
is an unoriented cobordism between RP(G(M) $0’) and RP(S(M’) @ 0’). Note also 
that if s is odd, then w,(RP(G(M) $0’)) = 0 so RP(G(M) $0’) is orientable. Now we 
consider some product fi X24 = fi M(mj, nj, 1). Note that each mj is odd. 
]=I ]=I 
LEMMA 5.4. & ,fi M(mj, nj, l)] = [Ql + [NXd 
L 
where Q fibers over S2 and N is 
. 
complex. 
Proof. First suppose t 2 2. Consider the iterated projective bundle 
RP(62 @I Orn’) 
1 
RP(6, $ 0”‘) 
I-I I 
fl M(mj, nj9 1) 
j=l 
where 81 = S (Ifi M(mj, nj, 1)) and a2 = S(RP(_S, $ 0”‘)). Then RP(S2 $ o”‘!) is orient- 
able and Anderson shows that 
[ 
I-I 
a3 /J M(mi, ni, I)] = [RP(& $ o”‘)l E hso. 
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Now, Xzkj = M(q, ni, 1) fibers over S’ by construction, so w~,JX~~~> = 0. By Brown’s 
results[7], Xzkj is unoriented cobordant to some X2, where Xzk, fibers over S*. 
Consider 
where 6, = 8 (M X2&,) and 62 = 6(RP(& @ O”l)). As above RP(g2 $ 0~1) is orientable, 
and from the comments above RP(S2$ 0~1) and RP(g2 @ 0) are unorientable 
cobordant. They are also odd-dimensional and so represent torsion classes in R,So. 
Since Tor n$o+%z, is injective, we see that in a*” 
= [RP(S2 $ om,)] = [RP(& @ @‘)I 
which fibers over S*. 
Now suppose t = 1. We use induction on the dimension of X2& = M( mj, Q 1). The 
first case is X6 = M(3,2,1) where the result is clear since Qf” = Z/22. Now assume 
the result is true for all h < k. Recall X2&-i is an orientable indecomposable fibering 
over S*. It is odd-dimensional, hence represents a torsion class in fI,so, and so by 
(5.1), there exists [Y] E W, such that [X2&_,] = a,[ Y]. By (5.3), if Y is decomposable, 
so is pa3[ Y]. We compute p[X2&_i] = p&[ Y] using (5.2), (5.3) and then (5.4) implies 
[x2&-i] = a,[x,kl + x,.a3[ y’l[x,,+,l 
+ c 
II 
n[cp2i1a3[,fi M(mj, nj, 1)] + XIII n [cP2’l~3[x2hln [x2,+11* 
Here, in C1 each [Y’] is some lower-dimensional element in W,, in Zr, each t 2 2, and 
in x,,, each h < k. By construction, X2&_, and each X2,+,(21 + 1 # 5) fiber over S*, as 
does [X5*]. We have already shown that & 
[ 
fi M(mj, nj, 1) 
I 
fibers over S* if t 12. Using 
j=l 
the inductive hypothesis on Zi, C iii, we see that &[X2&] satisfies the conclusion of the 
lemma. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Continuing the proof of Proposition 5.1, we consider a general class [M] = 
a,[ Y] E Tor a*“. Writing [Y] as a polynomial in the generators of W,, and using 
(5.2), (5.3), we obtain 
I”l = 2 [n cp2i]a3[ n M(mj, nj9 l)][ n X21+1]* 
Thus we have the following. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let [Ml E Torsion R, ‘O. If n is even, [M] fibers over S*. If n is odd, 
[M] = [Q] + [ NX,], where [Q] fibers over S* and N is complex. 
At this point, we note that since X5 fibers over RP*, every class [Ml E Torsion 
a*” fibers over RP*. Thus by formula (1.3), we have proved Proposition 5.1 for 
surfaces B with x(B) odd. 
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Suppose now n is odd and wtw,_~[A4] = 0. Then 
w*w,-2[Ql+ w2w,-2ENX,l= 0 
1 w2w,-2[N&1= 0 
) w,-,[Nl = 0 
=> cr(N) = 0 modulo 2 
(since [Q] fibers over S’) . 
(since w2wJ[X5] # 0) 
:a [N] = [No] +2[N,] E 0, where u[NO] = 0. 
By Theorem 1, [NJ E 0, fibers over S2. Also 2[N,XJ = 0 E &.‘O. Therefore, 
[M] = [Q] + [&X5] fibers over S 2. Again we use (1.1) (1.2), and (1.4) for other 
surfaces with even Euler characteristic. This completes the proof of Proposition 5.1. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is now immediate from Theorem 1 (or directly 
from [ll, 191) and Proposition 5.1 in light of the fact that R$O splits as Torsion 
a*” $ image (Q,’ +Q*‘O). 
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